Zoll X Series Mounting Solutions

X Series Surface Mounting Bracket With Rotate Part Number SES/ELOO1
“The extremely robust Easyloc bracket “The extremely popular Easyloc bracket has
been designed to offer a quick locking facility when storing the defibrillator along with
an easy release mechanism giving the user a fast release to suit any emergency. This
durable bracket has been designed and tested to suit the high demands of the EMS
environment. The Easyloc carriage box is designed to mount the Zoll E, M or X Series
Defibrillators. This bracket allows the user to rotate the device to have the perfect
view of the screen anywhere on the vehicle. This surface mounting bracket allows the
turntable to lock into a stow position to prevent the bracket moving when the
Defibrillator is not in use. Handle colour or shape is optional to suit each service
requirements.

Overall Dimensions = 300mm X 300mm X 60mm Max Height (Including carriage box).

X Series Fixed Surface Mounting Bracket Part Number SES/ELOO2
“The extremely robust Easyloc bracket “The extremely popular Easyloc bracket has
been designed to offer a quick locking facility when storing the defibrillator along with
an easy release mechanism giving the user a fast release to suit any emergency. This
durable bracket has been designed and tested to suit the high demands of the EMS
environment. The Easyloc carriage box is designed to mount the Zoll E, M or X Series
Defibrillators. The surface mounting bracket allows the Defibrillator to stored in a fixed
position where rotation of the defibrillator screen is not needed. These are ideal for
RRV’s or ambulances with a small shelf along the trauma wall. Handle colour or
shape is optional to suit each service requirements.

Overall Dimensions = 240mm X 250mm X 52mm Max Height (Including carriage box).

X Series Fixed Wall Mounting Bracket Part Number SES/XELOO3
“The extremely robust Easyloc bracket “The extremely popular Easyloc bracket has
been designed to offer a quick locking facility when storing the defibrillator along with
an easy release mechanism giving the user a fast release to suit any emergency. This
durable bracket has been designed and tested to suit the high demands of the EMS
environment. The Easyloc carriage box is designed to mount the Zoll X Series
Defibrillator. The wall mounting bracket allows the Defibrillator to stored in a fixed
position where rotation of the defibrillator screen is not needed. These are ideal when
wall mounting of equipment to utilise the vehicle space. This bracket is firmly fixed to
the trauma wall. The fixing holes can be moved on our shelf to accommodate any
existing mounting holes where original defibrillator or monitors have been mounted.
This will ensure that your vehicle is still CEN compliant. This bracket also houses the
power adaptor cable to charge the X Series. Handle colour or shape and cushion
colour is optional to suit each service requirements.

Overall Dimensions = 250mm X 280mm X 52mm Max Height (Including carriage box).
Backing plate overall height 300 mm.

X Series Sliding Tray Bracket with rotate Part Number SES/ELSTOO1
“The extremely robust Easyloc bracket “The extremely popular Easyloc bracket has
been designed to offer a quick locking facility when storing the defibrillator along with
an easy release mechanism giving the user a fast release to suit any emergency. This
durable bracket has been designed and tested to suit the high demands of the EMS
environment. The Easyloc carriage box is designed to mount the Zoll E, M and X
Series Defibrillators. This product is very versatile and can be mounted virtually
anywhere. Recommended mounting on a small shelf area at the side of the vehicle.
This allows the user to extend the bracket 180mm forward over the stretcher and
back to a locked stow position, saving the user having to stretch over and mount the
defibrillator onto the bracket. This bracket allows the user to rotate the device to have
the perfect view of the screen anywhere on the vehicle. This surface mounting
bracket allows the turntable to lock into a stow position to prevent the bracket moving
when the Defibrillator is not in use. Handle colour or shape is optional to suit each
service requirements.

Overall Dimensions = 350mm X 300mm X 70mm Max Height (Including carriage box).

X Series Device Plate Part Number SES/ELXPOO1
To compliment the robust Easyloc bracket, we manufacture a lightweight aluminium
mounting plate to accommodate the X-Series defibrillator. All come as standard with
heavy duty Stainless Steel feet for ease of loading the X-Series into the designated
bracket. The Plate colour is optional. Please ask for details.

We can manufacture a bespoke bracket solution tailored to suit the exact needs of
each ambulance service from fixed, to wall mount with an optional rotate system.
Please enquire with your exact needs and let us find the perfect solution. All our
brackets are CEN certified to 20G. We also have vast amounts of experience working
alongside the Ambulance Builders.

For further information on bracket solutions for any of Zoll products
please contact as below.

Contact :- Shaun Watkin ( Director )
Tel :- + 44 1785 220900
Mobile :- +44 7812 056718
Email :- seswatkin@aol.com or shaunwatkin@aol.com

